MASTERCLASSES AND SPECIAL FEATURES AT SITT SPRING EVENTS

SITT MANCHESTER & LONDON

12.00-13.00
**Masterclass: Low-Intervention Wines**
Chair: Jerry Lockspeiser
Harpers columnist Jerry leads a panel debate with luminaries such as winemaker David Baverstock of Esparaz (Barwell & Jones) and Piotr Petras MS, head sommelier, Launceston Place, on hand to discuss the growing importance of lower intervention wines and their appeal to consumers and winemakers alike.

13.30-14.30
**Tasting: Quinta de Soalheiro vertical**
Leading Portuguese light Luis Cerdeira, winemaker and owner of Soalheiro (Raymond Reynolds), will lead a vertical tasting of his wines from the very northernmost tip of the country.

15.00-16.00
**Tasting: Bouchard Finlayson verticals**
Vertical tasting of wines from legendary Hemel-en-Aarde Pinot Noir and Chardonnay specialist Bouchard Finlayson from South Africa, led by French sommelier Lia Poveda. This will include vintages of Gaspin Peak Pinot Noir back to 1996, plus several vintages of the groundbreaking and multifaceted blend Hannibal.

10.30-17.00
**Spotlight On tasting: Low-Intervention Wines (all day)**
'Spotlight On' free-pour area highlighting low-intervention wines from our exhibitors’ portfolios, supported by By The Glass wine dispensers to allow easy sampling on the day.